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Abstract
Aim: Current	literature	lacks	a	definitive	threshold	of	idiopathic	premature	ventricu‐
lar	complex	(PVC)	burden	for	predicting	cardiomyopathy	(CMP).	The	main	objective	
of	the	present	study	was	to	evaluate	relationship	between	the	PVC	burden	and	left	
ventricular	ejection	fraction	(LVEF).
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1  | INTRODUCTION

Idiopathic	 premature	 ventricular	 complexes	 (PVCs)	 represent	
the most common ventricular arrhythmias in adult population. 
Premature ventricular complex can be detected in up to 70% of 
Holter	recordings	of	ambulatory	healthy	and	young	adults	(Von	Rotz	
et	al.,	2017).	In	the	literature,	it	was	suggested	that	PVCs	can	lead	to	
the	deterioration	of	left	ventricular	(LV)	function	and	subsequent	LV	
dilatation	which	 is	defined	as	PVC	 induced	cardiomyopathy	 (PVC‐
CMP)	(Agarwal	et	al.,	2017;	Nguyen	et	al.,	2017;	Niwano	et	al.,	2009).	
Recent	studies	demonstrated	that	PVC‐CMP	could	be	reversed	upon	
the	suppression	of	PVCs	by	antiarrhythmic	drugs	(AAD)	or	catheter	
ablation	 (Duffee,	 Shen,	&	 Smith,	 1998;	Oomen,	Dekker,	 &	Meijer,	
2018;	Yarlagadda	et	al.,	2005).	Also,	it	was	reported	that	PVC‐CMP	
was	re‐observed	in	patients	with	recurrence	of	PVC	after	catheter	
ablation	(Baser	et	al.,	2015).

In	order	to	identify	the	predictors	for	PVC‐CMP,	several	param‐
eters	 such	as	 sinus	and	PVC	QRS	duration,	PVC	coupling	 interval,	
mean	 heart	 rate,	 interpolation,	 polymorphic	 PVCs,	 circadian	 vari‐
ability,	 SOO	 of	 PVC,	 symptom	 status	 and	 duration,	 and	 conflict‐
ing results were obtained (Bas et al., 2016; Del Carpio Munoz et 
al.,	 2011;	deVries	et	 al.,	 2018;	Hasdemir	et	 al.,	 2011;	Olgun	et	 al.,	
2011;	Yokokawa,	Kim,	Good,	Chugh,	 et	 al.,	 2012;	Yokokawa,	Kim,	
Good,	Crawford,	et	al.,	2012).	In	particular,	high	PVC	burden	is	the	
only parameter that has consistently shown an association with 

PVC‐CMP	 (Latchamsetty	 et	 al.,	 2015;	 Lee,	 Denman,	 &	 Haqqani,	
2019;	Sekiguchi	et	 al.,	 2005;	Takemoto	et	 al.,	 2005).	According	 to	
current clinical practice, indication of treatment is obvious and ro‐
bust	for	impaired	LV	functions	and	presence	of	symptoms	with	high	
PVC	burden.	But	absolute	threshold	of	PVC	burden	to	initiate	treat‐
ment	for	prevention	of	PVC‐CMP	is	not	well	defined	in	the	current	
literature	(Luebbert,	Auberson,	&	Marchlinski,	2016;	Panizo,	Barra,	
Mellor,	Heck,	&	Agarwal,	2018).

The	main	objective	of	the	present	study	was	to	evaluate	the	re‐
lationship	between	PVC	burden	and	LV	ejection	fraction	(LVEF)	with	
threshold	of	PVC	burden	in	which	this	relationship	becomes	signifi‐
cantly apparent.

2  | METHODS

2.1 | Study population

This	 multicenter	 cross‐sectional	 study	 included	 older	 than	 eight‐
een	years	consecutive	patients	with	more	than	1,000	PVC	in	24	hr	
of	 Holter	 monitoring	 admitted	 to	 the	 cardiology	 clinics	 between	
January	2019	and	May	2019	in	the	nineteen	different	centers.	The	
exclusion	criteria	were	as	follows:	patients	with	less	than	24	hr	and/
or	inconclusive	Holter	recording,	coronary	artery	disease	(CAD),	his‐
tory	of	cardiac	arrest,	sustained	ventricular	tachycardia	(VT),	intra‐
cardiac	 defibrillator	 (ICD),	 second‐	 or	 third‐degree	 AV	 block,	 sick	

Method: This	multicenter,	 cross‐sectional	 study	 included	341	consecutive	patients	
with	more	than	1,000	idiopathic	PVC	in	24	hr	of	Holter	monitoring	admitted	to	the	
cardiology clinics between January 2019 and May 2019 in the nineteen different 
centers.	The	primary	outcome	was	the	LVEF	measured	during	the	echocardiographic	
examination.
Result: Overall,	 the	 median	 age	 was	 50	 (38–60)	 and	 139	 (49.4%)	 were	 female.	
Percentage	of	median	PVC	burden	was	9%	(IQR:	4%–17.4%).	Median	LVEF	was	found	
60%	(55–65).	We	used	proportional	odds	logistic	regression	method	to	examine	the	
relationship	between	continuous	LVEF	and	candidate	predictors.	Increase	in	PVC	bur‐
den	(%)	(regression	coefficient	(RE)	−0.644	and	95%	CI	−1.063,	–0.225,	p	<	.001),	PVC	
QRS	duration	(RE‐0.191	and	95%	CI	−0.529,	0.148,	p	=	.049),	and	age	(RE‐0.249	and	
95%	CI	−0.442,	−0.056,	p	=	.018)	were	associated	with	decrease	in	LVEF.	This	inverse	
relationship	between	the	PVC	burden	and	LVEF	become	more	prominent	when	PVC	
burden	was	 above	 5%.	A	 nomogram	developed	 to	 estimate	 the	 individual	 risk	 for	
decrease	in	LVEF.
Conclusion: Our	study	showed	that	 increase	 in	PVC	burden	%,	age,	and	PVC	QRS	
duration	were	independently	associated	with	decrease	in	LVEF	in	patients	with	idi‐
opathic	PVC.	Also,	inverse	relationship	between	PVC	burden	and	LVEF	was	observed	
in	lower	PVC	burden	than	previously	known.
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sinus	syndrome,	permanent	cardiac	pacemaker,	known	or	suspected	
etiology of cardiomyopathies including, ischemic, restrictive, hyper‐
trophic,	 diabetic,	 arrhythmogenic,	 and	 non‐compaction	 before	 or	
on admission, genetic cardiac channelopathies, pericardial disease, 
myocarditis, all forms of atrial fibrillation, thyroid disorders, ane‐
mia, electrolyte disorders, chronic pulmonary disease, pulmonary 
hypertension,	 moderate‐to‐severe	 valvular	 heart	 disease,	 or	 pul‐
monary	embolism.	After	exclusion,	a	 total	of	341	patients	without	
structural heart disease and with structural heart disease which was 
thought	 to	be	 idiopathic	PVC	 induced	were	 included	 in	 the	 study.	
Antiarrhythmic	drug	use	was	defined	 as	 active	using	of	β‐blocker,	
amiodarone,	 calcium	 channel	 blocker	 or	 propafenone	 for	 at	 least	
1	month.	The	informed	consent	of	each	subject	and	the	approval	of	
the	local	ethics	committee	were	obtained.	The	study	protocol	con‐
forms	to	the	Declaration	of	Helsinki	(Rickham,	1964).

2.2 | Electrocardiographic assessment

Premature ventricular complexes were defined as premature beats 
with	abnormally	shaped	and	prolonged	QRS	complex	(different	QRS	
and	T‐wave	morphology	compared	with	 sinus	beat	and	QRS	dura‐
tion	>120	ms)	arising	 from	an	ectopic	 focus	within	ventricles.	QRS	
duration	during	sinus	rhythm	and	PVC	QRS	duration	in	the	lead	with	
widest	QRS	complex	were	manually	measured	in	the	12‐lead	surface	
ECG.	Premature	ventricular	complex	coupling	interval	was	calculated	
from the onset of the R wave of the preceding sinus beat to the onset 
of	the	PVC	in	the	12‐lead	surface	ECG.	The	anatomic	site	of	origin	
(SOO)	of	PVC	was	determined	by	using	 the	12‐lead	electrocardio‐
graphic	criteria	that	were	recently	published	by	Enriquez,	Baranchuk,	
Briceno,	Saenz,	and	Garcia	(2019).	ECG	interpretations	were	made	by	
an electrophysiologist who was blinded to other clinical data.

2.3 | Holter monitoring assessment

Twenty‐four	hours	of	Holter	monitoring	was	obtained	by	using	a	12‐
channel device. If the monitoring time was lower than 80% of the 
target	time	or	the	recording	quality	was	considered	low,	repeat	24	hr	
of	Holter	monitoring	was	performed.	Premature	ventricular	complex	
burden	was	assessed	as	percentage	and	number	of	PVCs	per	day.	
The	percentage	of	PVCs	was	determined	by	dividing	the	total	num‐
ber	of	PVCs	by	 the	 total	 number	of	 beats	 recorded	during	Holter	
monitoring. Circadian variability was defined as the difference in the 
PVC	burden	between	daytime	 and	night.	 Polymorphic	PVCs	were	
defined	as	 the	presence	of	PVC	with	at	 least	 three	different	mor‐
phologies.	 Interpolation	 was	 defined	 as	 PVC	 without	 completely	
compensatory pause.

2.4 | Echocardiographic assessment

The	 16‐segment	 model	 was	 used	 for	 scoring	 the	 severity	 of	 seg‐
mental	wall‐motion	abnormalities	according	to	the	recent	American	
Society	of	Echocardiography	guideline	(Lang	et	al.,	2005).	A	modified	
Simpson's	method	was	used	to	assess	the	LVEF.	The	echocardiographic	

evaluation	of	LV	function	was	completed	with	the	assessment	of	LV	
systolic and diastolic diameters, as well as systolic and diastolic vol‐
umes	 were	 evaluated	 according	 to	 the	 latest	 American	 Society	 of	
Echocardiography	chamber	quantification	guideline.

2.5 | Statistical analysis

All	 statistical	 analyses	 were	 performed	 using	 “rms,”	 “mgcv,”	 and	
“ggplot2”	packages	with	R‐Software	v.	3.5.1	(R	statistical	software,	
Institute	for	Statistics	and	Mathematics).	Continuous	variables	were	
presented	 as	median	 and	 interquartile	 range,	 whereas	 categorical	
variables were presented as counts and percentages.

Primary outcome:	The	primary	outcome	was	the	LVEF	measured	
during the echocardiographic examination of patients.

Candidate predictors: It was important that the candidate pre‐
dictors to be included in the model were supposed to be clinically 
and	biologically	plausible	and	that	 their	association	with	LVEF	had	
been	demonstrated	in	previous	studies.	Variables	with	very	low	or	
very	high	frequency	were	not	included	in	the	model.	The	candidate	
predictors were chosen according to these principles. We evaluated 
two	primary	models.	The	first	model	included	12	predictor	variables	
(full	model).	 The	 candidate	 predictors	were	 age,	 sex,	 PVC	 burden	
(%),	antiarrhythmic	drug	use,	interpolated	PVC,	polymorphic	PVCs,	
circadian	 variability,	 sinus	 QRS	 duration,	 PVC	QRS	 duration,	 PVC	
coupling	interval,	LVOT,	and	RVOT	SOO.	To	decrease	the	complex‐
ity	of	 full	model	 and	 to	 yield	 reduced‐form	models	 that	would	be	
more	practical	for	bedside	use,	we	performed	step‐down	backward	
variable	selection	with	an	alpha	criterion	0.25.	Variables	with	very	
low	(<5%)	or	very	high	frequency	 (>95%),	and	variables	with	>50%	
missingness	were	not	included	in	the	model.	The	sample	size	must	be	
at	least	184	to	estimate	the	entire	distribution	of	LVEF	with	a	global	
margin of error not exceeding 0.1

Statistical modeling: We used proportional odds logistic regres‐
sion method to examine the relationship between primary outcome 
(continuous	LVEF%)	and	candidate	predictors	 (Liu,	Shepherd,	Li,	&	
Harrell,	 2017).	 Effects	 of	 individual	 predictors	 on	 LVEF	 were	 re‐
ported by using regression coefficient and 95% confidence interval 
(CI).	Age,	PVC	burden	 (%),	sinus	QRS	duration,	PVC	QRS	duration,	
and	 PVC	 coupling	 interval	 were	 included	 in	 the	model	 as	 flexible	
smooth	parameters	using	with	 restricted	 cubic	 spline.	The	effects	
of	continuous	predictors	were	summarized	using	their	interquartile	
range.	Due	to	the	expected	interaction	between	PVC	burden	(%)	and	
antiarrhythmic	drug	use,	“PVC	burden	(%)	*	antiarrhythmic	drug”	in‐
teraction	term	was	added	to	the	regression	model.	The	relative	im‐
portance of each predictor in the models was estimated with partial 
chi‐square	value	for	each	predictor	divided	by	the	model's	total	chi‐
square,	which	estimates	the	independent	contribution	of	the	predic‐
tor	to	the	variance	of	the	outcome.	The	generalized	additive	model	
was	used	to	get	plotting	 interaction	effect	of	PVC	burden	 (%)	and	
age	on	the	LVEF%	(3‐dimensional	perspective	plot).	The	comparison	
between	models	was	made	with	assessment	of	 fit	 (likelihood	ratio	
chi‐square),	 quality	 (Akaike	 and	Bayesian	 information	 criteria—AIC	
and	BIC)	and	predictive	accuracy	(Somers	rank	and	Dxy)	and	R

2.
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3  | RESULTS

The	study	included	341	consecutive	patients	in	accordance	with	the	
inclusion	criteria.	Overall,	the	median	age	was	50	(38–60)	and	139	
(49.4%)	were	 female.	Median	PVC	burden	was	8,400	beat/d	 (IQR:	
3,873–17,754),	 and	 median	 PVC	 burden	 was	 9%	 (IQR:	 4%–17.4%;	
Figure	 1).	 Median	 LVEF	 was	 found	 60%	 (55–65).	 Left	 ventricular	
ejection	fraction	was	 lower	than	50%	 in	9.9%	 (34)	of	 the	patients.	
Among	study	patients,	298	(87.4%)	had	symptoms.	Palpitation	was	
identified	 as	 the	 most	 common	 symptom	 (58.1%).	 A	 total	 of	 160	
(46.9%)	patients	were	on	β‐blocker	 treatment,	and	21	 (6.1%)	were	
using	other	antiarrhythmics	during	the	enrollment	phase.	Also,	105	
patients	(30.8%)	had	a	history	of	β‐blocker	use	and	18	(5.2%)	had	a	
history	of	at	 least	one	antiarrhythmic	use.	Only	17	(5.0%)	patients	
had	a	history	of	PVC	catheter	ablation.	Median	PVC	QRS	duration	
and	PVC	coupling	 interval	were	130	ms	and	450	ms,	 respectively.	
Both	polymorphic	PVCs	and	circadian	variability	were	identified	in	
52	 (15.2%)	patients.	 Interpolation	was	not	observed	 in	89	 (26.5%)	
patients.	 The	most	 common	 anatomic	 SOO	of	 PVCs	 that	was	 de‐
termined	from	the	12‐lead	surface	ECG	and	Holter	recordings	was	
RVOT	 (47.5%)	 and	 LVOT	 (26.5%).	 Other	 demographic	 and	 clini‐
cal characteristics and medical therapy of the study patients were 
shown	 in	Table	1.	 Electrocardiographic	 and	Holter	monitoring	 pa‐
rameters	were	shown	in	Table	2.

In	 a	 full	model,	 increase	 in	 PVC	burden	 (%)	 (regression	 coeffi‐
cient	 −0.644	 and	 95%	 CI	 −1.063,	 −0.225	 when	 PVC	 burden	 %	

change	from	4.0%	to	17.4%,	p	<	.001),	PVC	QRS	duration	(regression	
coefficient	 −0.191	 and	 95%	CI	 −0.529,	 0.148	when	PVC	QRS	 du‐
ration	change	from	120	to	140	msn,	p	=	 .049),	and	age	(regression	
coefficient	−0.249	and	95%	CI	−0.442,	−0.056	when	PVC	burden	%	
change from 38 to 60 year, p	=	.018)	were	associated	with	decrease	
in	LVEF	(Table	3).	The	partial	effect	plot	of	PVC	burden	(%)	and	3‐di‐
mensional	perspective	plot	for	PVC	burden	(%)	and	age	interaction	
were	summarized	in	Figures	2	and	3.	As	easily	noticed	in	Figure	2,	
decrease	 in	LVEF	become	more	prominent	when	PVC	burden	was	
above	5%,	and	PVC	burden	of	more	than	20%	was	associated	with	
LVEF	below	the	normal	range.

In	Figure	4,	we	summarized	the	relative	importance	of	each	pre‐
dictor	in	the	model.	Premature	ventricular	complex	burden	(%)	was	
ranked	as	the	strongest	predictor	for	decline	in	LVEF	(PVC	burden	
(%),	 contributing	 74%	 of	 the	 explainable	 outcome	 in	 the	 model).	
Following	 step‐down	 backward	 variable	 selection,	 only	 PVC	 bur‐
den	 (%)	 remained	 in	 the	model	 (reduced	model).	 As	 it	was	 shown	
in	Table	4,	differences	in	model	fit,	quality,	and	predictive	accuracy	
were considered negligible and comparable.

We also developed a nomogram using reduced model and vari‐
able	coefficient	in	estimating	the	probability	of	LVEF	≤	40%	and	LVEF	
≤	50	%	(Figure	5).	As	an	example,	in	a	24‐hr	ambulatory	Holter	mon‐
itoring	of	a	patient	using	an	antiarrhythmic	 (metoprolol	50	mg)	 for	
2	months,	PVC	burden	was	calculated	as	25%.	According	to	our	no‐
mogram,	for	this	patient,	the	probability	of	LVEF	to	be	equal	or	lower	
than	40%	and	50%	were	found	to	be	0.04	and	0.25,	respectively.

F I G U R E  1  The	frequency	distribution	of	PVC	burden	(%).	PVC,	premature	ventricular	complex
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4  | DISCUSSION

To	the	best	of	our	knowledge,	this	is	the	first	multicenter	study	eval‐
uating	the	relation	between	idiopathic	PVC	burden	and	LVEF	among	
patients with a prognostic model. In the present study, we found 
that	 increase	 in	PVC	burden	%,	 age,	 and	PVC	QRS	duration	were	
independently	associated	with	the	decrease	in	LVEF	in	the	study	pa‐
tients.	This	inverse	relationship	between	the	PVC	burden	and	LVEF	
becomes	more	prominent	when	PVC	burden	was	above	5%.

The	 exact	 pathophysiological	mechanism	 for	 the	 development	
of	PVC‐CMP	 is	 a	 still	matter	of	debate.	Tachycardia‐induced	CMP	
was initially thought as the responsible mechanism (Bogun et al., 
2007;	Sekiguchi	et	al.,	2005;	Takemoto	et	al.,	2005;	Yarlagadda	et	al.,	

2005).	 In	 contradiction	 to	 this	hypothesis,	 several	 studies	demon‐
strated that the total number of heartbeats and mean heart rate 
during	Holter	recordings	were	similar	 in	patients	with	and	without	
CMP	(Niwano	et	al.,	2009;	Olgun	et	al.,	2011;	Zhong	et	al.,	2014).	In	
an	animal	model,	LVEF	declined	 linearly	as	PVC	burden	 increased.	
PVC‐CMP	developed	 in	some	canines	when	PVC	burden	was	25%	
and	 33%,	 but	 PVC‐CMP	 developed	 in	 all	 animals	 as	 PVC	 burden	
was	 increased	 to	 50%	 (Tan	 et	 al.,	 2016).	 In	 other	 animal	 models,	
PVC‐CMP	was	shown	to	occur	at	 lower	heart	rates	than	tachycar‐
dia‐induced	CMP.	Importantly,	longer	PVC	QRS	duration,	greater	LV	
dyssynchrony,	hemodynamic	deterioration,	and	de‐arranged	cellular	

TA B L E  1   Baseline demographic, clinical, and medical therapy of 
the study patients

Variables
Study patients 
(n = 341)

Age	(years) 50	(38–60)

Male gender [n	(%)] 172	(50.4)

Hypertension	[n	(%)] 114	(33.4)

Diabetes mellitus [n	(%)] 48	(14.1)

Smoking	[n	(%)] 94	(27.4)

NYHA	class

NYHA	class	1 246	(72.4)

NYHA	class	2 95 (27.6

BMI	(kg/m2) 25.9	(23.4–28.1)

Symptoms	(=yes)	[n	(%)] 298	(87.4)

Palpitations 198	(58.1)

Skipped/dropped	beats 33	(9.7)

Chest discomfort 26	(7.6)

Dizziness 16	(4.7)

Fatigue 20	(5.9)

Syncope 5	(1.5)

Current medical therapy

β‐blocker	[n	(%)] 160	(46.9)

Calcium	channel	blocker	[n(%)] 38	(11.1)

Amiodarone	[n	(%)] 10	(2.9)

Propafenone [n	(%)] 11	(3.2)

History	of	medical	therapy

β‐blocker	[n	(%)] 105	(30.8)

Amiodarone	[n	(%)] 8	(2.3)

Propafenone [n	(%)] 10	(2.9)

History	of	PVC	Ablation	[n(%)] 17	(5.0)

EF	(%) 60	(55–65)

Note: Data	are	expressed	as	median	interquartile	range	and	count	
(percentage).
Abbreviations:	BMI,	body	mass	index;	EF,	ejection	fraction;	LV,	left	
ventricle;	PVC,	premature	ventricular	complex.

TA B L E  2  Various	electrocardiographic	and	Holter	monitoring	
parameters of the study patients

Variables
Study patients 
(n = 341)

Mean heart rate 77	(69–83)

QT	interval	(ms) 420	(390–430)

QTc	interval	(ms) 390	(370–410)

Sinus	QRS	duration	(ms) 80	(80–100)

PVC	QRS	duration	(ms) 130	(120–140)

PVC	coupling	interval	(ms) 450	(420–500)

PVC	burden	(beat/24	hr) 8,400	(3,786–17,857)

PVC	burden	(%) 9.0	(4.0–17.4)

Multifocal	PVC	(=yes)	[n	(%)] 52	(15.2)

Circadian	variability	(=yes)	[n	(%)] 52	(15.2)

Interpolation	(=yes)	[n	(%)] 89	(26.5)

Anatomic	SOO	of	PVC

RVOT	[n	(%)] 164	(47.5)

LVOT	[n	(%)] 90	(26.5)

Parahisian [n	(%)] 15	(4.4)

TV	[n	(%)] 8	(2.3)

Moderator band [n	(%)] 3	(0.9)

AMC	[n	(%)] 10	(2.9)

MV	[n	(%)] 24	(7.0)

Papillary muscles [n	(%)] 17	(5.0)

Fascicles [n	(%)] 8	(2.3)

Epicardial	[n	(%)] 4	(1.2)

Features	of	electrocardiographic	morphology	of	PVC

Positive Lead 1 + Inferior ax [n	(%)] 155	(45.5)

Negative	Lead	1	+	Inferior	ax	[n	(%)] 146	(42.8)

LBBB	+	Superior	ax	[n	(%)] 12	(3.5)

RBBB	+	Superior	ax	[n	(%)] 28	(8.2)

Note: Data	are	expressed	as	median	interquartile	range	and	count	
(percentage).
Abbreviations:	AMC,	aortomitral	continuity;	LBBB,	left	bundle	branch	
block;	LV,	left	ventricle;	LVOT,	left	ventricular	outflow	tract;	MV,	mitral	
valve;	PVC,	premature	ventricular	complex;	RBBB,	right	bundle	branch	
block;	RVOT,	right	ventricular	outflow	tract;	SOO,	site	of	origin;	TV,	
tricuspid valve.
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calcium handling were suggested as possible other mechanisms for 
the	occurrence	of	CMP	(Akoum,	Daccarett,	Wasmund,	&	Hamdan,	
2011;	Huizar	et	al.,	2011;	Walters	et	al.,	2018;	Wang	et	al.,	2014).

Current	 literature	 lacks	 the	 definitive	 threshold	 of	 PVC	 bur‐
den	for	identifying	high‐risk	patients	for	the	development	of	CMP.	
Studies	 that	 were	 aimed	 to	 investigate	 the	 relationship	 between	
threshold	of	PVC	burden	and	CMP	had	two	major	designs;	one	of	
them	is	catheter	ablation	studies.	In	these	studies,	PVC‐CMP	is	often	
a	diagnosis	of	successful	PVC	ablation	that	resulted	complete	recov‐
ery	of	 LVEF	with	exclusion	after	 ruling	out	other	potential	 causes	
of	CMP.	Baman	et	al.	 (2010)	 reported	PVC	burden	cutoff	value	of	
24%	predicted	the	development	of	CMP	with	sensitivity	and	spec‐
ificity	 of	 79%	 and	 78%,	 respectively.	 Ban	 et	 al.	 (2013)	 found	 that	
this threshold was 26% with sensitivity and specificity of 70% and 
78%, respectively. In another multicenter study reported by Penela 
et	al.	 (2017),	 threshold	of	PVC	burden	was	 found	17%	among	pa‐
tients	 with	 PVC.	 In	 one	 study,	 LV	 global	 longitudinal	 strain	 (GLS)	
measurements	were	evaluated	instead	of	LVEF	and	PVC	burden	8%	
was	found	to	be	associated	with	LV	systolic	dysfunction	(Lie	et	al.,	
2017).	Differences	in	the	threshold	of	PVC	burden	among	the	stud‐
ies might be attributed to several reasons including relatively small 
number of patients that were included and high mean or median 
PVC	 burden	 of	 the	 patients.	 Additionally,	 diagnostic	 confusion	 of	
PVC‐CMP	and	high	PVC	burden	threshold	may	lead	to	inadvertently	
evaluated	patients	with	low	PVC	burden	as	patients	with	CMP	due	
to	other	causes.	This	may	lead	to	less	represented	patients	with	low	

PVC	burden	in	ablation	studies.	Another	reason	might	be	limitation	
of statistical models. In the analysis of these studies, patients were 
diagnosed	with	PVC‐CMP	according	to	a	specific	LVEF	value	(<50%)	
or	GLS	value	after	catheter	ablation,	and	then,	a	specific	PVC	bur‐
den was determined by ROC analysis with sensitivity and specificity 
determination.	This	statistical	analysis	model	does	not	predict	indi‐
vidual	risk.	Also,	it	is	difficult	to	say	which	combination	of	sensitivity	
and specificity is optimal. It was reported by authors that patients 
who	had	PVC‐CMP	with	a	lower	PVC	burden	might	not	be	able	to	be	
identified with threshold values determined by this method.

Other important aspect of the studies contributing to this con‐
troversy was their design which was prospective observational co‐
hort.	A	study	published	by	Niwano	et	al.	(2009)	revealed	that	PVC	
prevalence was the only major determinant for the development of 

TA B L E  3  Adjusted	regression	coefficient	and	SE for individual 
predictors included in full model

 
Regression coefficient, 
95% CI p value

PVC	burden	%,	(change	from	
4.0%	to	17.4%)

−0.644	(−1.063,	−0.225) <.001

Antiarrhythmic	drug	use	
(yes:no)

−0.287	(−0.723,	0.149) .091

PVC	burden	%a antiarrhyth‐
mic use

– .059

Interpolated	PVC	(yes:no) 0.070	(−0.223,	0.363) .640

Polymorphic	PVCs	(yes:no) −0.329	(−0.689,	0.030) .073

Sinus	QRS	duration,	msn	
(change	from	80	to	100)

−0.031	(−0.227,	0.166) .068

PVC	QRS	duration,	msn	
(change	from	120	to	140)

−0.191	(−0.529,	0.148) .049

PVC	coupling	interval,	msn	
(change	from	420	to	500)

−0.201	(−0.546,	0.144) .632

Age,	year	(change	from	38	
to	60)

−0.249	(−0.442,	−0.056) .018

Gender	(female:male) 0.116	(−0.144,	0.376) .381

LVOT	origin	(yes:no) 0.007	(−0.349,	0.364) .967

RVOT	origin	(yes:no) 0.072	(−0.253,	0.396) .665

Abbreviations:	LVOT,	left	ventricular	outflow	tract;	PVC,	premature	
ventricular	complex;	RVOT;	right	ventricular	outflow	tract.
aPVC	burden	%	antiarrhythmic	use	interaction.	

F I G U R E  2  Partial	effect	plot	of	PVC	burden	(%).	Red	line	
represents	the	beginning	of	LVEF	decline.	Interacting	with	LVEF	
began	when	PVC	burden	was	>5%.	LVEF,	left	ventricular	ejection	
fraction;	PVC,	premature	ventricular	complex

F I G U R E  3  Three‐dimensional	perspective	plot	for	PVC	burden	
(%)	and	age	interaction.	PVC,	premature	ventricular	complex
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LV	systolic	dysfunction	during	 the	 long‐term	 follow‐up	 in	patients	
with	initial	normal	LVEF.	The	group	with	initial	PVC	burden	less	than	
5.000	beats/d	did	not	exhibit	any	significant	changes	 in	 the	LVEF.	
In	contrary,	 the	group	with	 initial	PVC	burden	of	>20.000	beats/d	
exhibited	a	 significant	decline	 in	LVEF	after	4th	year	and	 latest	of	
follow‐up.	 Patients	 with	 initial	 PVC	 burden	 between	 5.000	 and	
20.000 beats/d which was third group did not exhibit any significant 
decline	 in	 the	LVEF	at	 the	4‐year	 time	point,	 but	 there	was	 a	 sig‐
nificant	decline	in	the	LVEF	at	the	latest	follow‐up	point	(5.6	years).	
Despite these findings, they suggested that the most powerful cutoff 
point was 31.268 beats/d with a sensitivity of 0.692 and a specificity 
of	0.929.	Another	prospective	cohort	which	included	1,139	healthy	
subjects	 with	 PVC	 and	 without	 structural	 heart	 disease	 reported	
that	 the	15‐year	 risk	 for	chronic	heart	 failure	 rose	abruptly	as	 the	
percentage	of	PVCs	increased	between	0%	and	0.5%,	with	tapering	
of	the	risk	curve	for	PVC	percentage	>10%	(Dukes	et	al.,	2015).	They	
concluded	 that	 this	 effect	was	 observed	 at	 a	 lower	 PVC	 percent‐
age	than	expected	and	previously	recognized.	The	most	 important	

limitation of these studies was the possibility of many unpredictable 
confounders'	parameters	affecting	results	in	long‐term	follow‐up.

Our	study	had	a	multicenter	cross‐sectional	design	that	included	
more	patients	than	most	of	other	studies.	Therefore,	our	study	in‐
cluded	 patients	 with	 lower	 PVC	 burden.	 Our	 study	 showed	 that	
threshold	of	PVC	burden	which	is	associated	decrease	in	LVEF	was	
observed	lower	than	the	amount	requiring	the	treatment	according	
to	 the	 current	 recommendations	 (Pedersen	et	 al.,	 2014).	 In	obser‐
vational	cohort	studies,	the	threshold	of	PVC	burden	which	related	
the	beginning	of	decrease	in	LVEF	was	close	to	our	result.	In	a	study	
evaluating	 PVC‐CMP	 recurrence	 following	 PVC	 catheter	 ablation,	
the	mean	 PVC	 burden	was	 found	 below	 5%	 in	 the	 non‐recurrent	
group	(Lee,	Hoffmayer,	et	al.,	2019).	This	finding	supports	our	study	
result.

These	findings	of	our	study	do	not	allow	for	individual	risk	esti‐
mation,	as	in	other	studies.	In	the	above‐mentioned	studies,	the	re‐
lationship	between	PVC	number	and	LVEF	was	investigated	by	using	
descriptive models. For this reason, in our study the relationship 

F I G U R E  4   Importance	of	individual	predictors.	The	importance	of	each	predictor	in	the	full	model	was	calculated	as	the	proportion	of	
explainable	outcome	variation	contributed	by	each	predictor	(partial	chi‐square	value	for	each	predictor	divided	by	the	model's	total	chi‐
square)

 df
Likelihood 
ratio X2 R2 Dxy AIC BIC

Full model 23 90.1 0.239 0.455 1,278 1,450

Reduced modela 7 88.2 0.233 0.423 1,249 1,360

aPVC	burden	%*	antiarrhythmic	use	interaction	term	was	added.	

TA B L E  4   Model performances of both 
full and reduced models
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between	 PVC	 burden	 and	 LVEF	 was	 investigated	 by	 using	 the	
prognostic model in addition to descriptive model. We developed 
a nomogram by using reduce model and variable coefficient for es‐
timating	the	individual	risk.	This	model	may	be	useful	in	determining	
the	risk	for	PVC‐CMP	and	making	treatment	decisions	for	patients	
with	idiopathic	PVC.

5  | CONCLUSION

Our	 study	 showed	 that	 inverse	 relationship	 between	PVC	burden	
and	LVEF	become	more	prominent	in	lower	PVC	burden	than	previ‐
ously	known.	Also,	our	study	was	the	first	study	which	 included	a	
prognostic	model	showing	the	relationship	between	LVEF	and	idio‐
pathic	PVC	burden.	This	prognostic	model	may	contribute	to	reduce	
uncertainty	 in	 the	 treatment	and	 follow‐up	of	patients	with	espe‐
cially	in	lower	PVC	burden.

6  | STUDY LIMITATIONS

Our	study	had	several	limitations.	It	is	a	cross‐sectional	design	which	
might	not	eliminate	effects	of	unknown	confounders.	24‐hr	of	Holter	
recordings	might	not	be	sufficient	to	evaluate	the	day‐to‐day	variabil‐
ity.	A	possible	 referral	bias	 toward	patients	with	compromised	LVEF	
cannot be excluded. Cardiac MRIs were not performed in the majority 
of	 patients	 during	 the	 enrollment	 phase.	Using	 ECG	 to	 identify	 the	
anatomic site of origin has significant limitations.
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